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ABSTRACT

The parallel executionmodel of GPUs enables scaling to hundreds of
thousands of threads, which is a key capability that many modern
high-performance applications exploit. GPU vendors are hence
increasing the compute and memory resources with every GPU
generation Ð resulting in the need to efficiently stitch together a
plethora of Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMs), Last-Level Cache
(LLC) slices and memory controllers while maximizing bandwidth
and keeping power consumption and design complexity in check.
Conventional GPUs are Uniform Bandwidth Architectures (UBAs)
as they provide equal bandwidth between all SMs and all LLC
slices. UBA GPUs require a uniform high-bandwidth Network-on-
Chip (NoC), and our key observation is that provisioning a NoC to
match the LLC slice bandwidth incurs a hefty power and complexity
overhead.

We propose the Non-Uniform Bandwidth Architecture (NUBA),
a GPU system architecture aimed at fully utilizing LLC slice band-
width. A NUBA GPU consists of partitions that each feature a few
SMs and LLC slices as well as a memory controller Ð hence ex-
posing the complete LLC bandwidth to the SMs within a partition
since they can be connected with point-to-point links Ð and a NoC
between partitions Ð to enable access to remote data. Exploiting the
potential of NUBA GPUs however requires carefully co-designing
system software, the compiler and architectural policies. The criti-
cal system software component is our Local-And-Balanced (LAB)
page placement policy which enables the GPU driver to place data
in local partitions while avoiding load imbalance. Moreover, we
propose Model-Driven Replication (MDR) which identifies read-
only shared data with data-flow analysis at compile time. At run
time, MDR leverages an architectural mechanism that replicates
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read-only shared data across LLC slices when this can be done
without pressuring cache capacity. With LAB and MDR, our NUBA
GPU improves average performance by 23.1% and 22.2% (and up to
183.9% and 182.4%) compared to iso-resource memory-side and SM-
side UBA GPUs, respectively. When the NUBA concept is leveraged
to reduce overhead while maintaining similar performance, NUBA
reduces NoC power consumption by 12.1× and 9.4×, respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION

GPUs are widely used in high-performance computing, machine
learning and data analytics. To continuously increase the raw com-
puting power, GPU vendors keep adding evermore Streaming Mul-
tiprocessors (SMs) to their GPUs. In addition, they increase the
amount of Last-Level Cache (LLC) and memory bandwidth to sat-
isfy the data bandwidth demand of the larger number of SMs. For
example, Nvidia scaled the number of SMs from 16 to 108 (7× in-
crease), the LLC size from 768 KB to 40 MB (53× increase), and
memory bandwidth from 177 GB/s to 1.5 TB/s (9× increase) from
Fermi [55] to A100 [64]; the GPUs from other vendors follow similar
trends [2, 5]. GPU memory systems are hence becoming increas-
ingly complex and power-hungry, and our goal is to redesign the
GPU system architecture to improve performance while reducing
power consumption and design complexity.

Conventional GPUs are Uniform Bandwidth Architectures (UBAs)

because they provide equal bandwidth between the SMs and all
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Figure 1: A memory-side Uniform Bandwidth Architec-

ture (UBA), an SM-side UBA and our memory-side Non-

Uniform Bandwidth Architecture (NUBA); the area of the

crossbar/NoC indicates power overhead. The memory-side UBA

is limited by the crossbar overheads whereas the SM-side UBA does not

scale because LLC partitions must be kept coherent. NUBA is scalable

and provides high bandwidth at low power overhead.

Last-Level Cache (LLC) slices. The most predominant LLC organi-
zation in modern-day GPUs from both Nvidia [55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 59]
and AMD [3, 4] is a memory-side UBA in which each LLC slice
caches a subset of the memory address space as specified by the
address mapping policy [49]. A high-bandwidth crossbar NoC con-
nects all SMs and LLC slices (see Figure 1a). Unfortunately, a high-
bandwidth crossbar incurs significant power overheads, which may
force architects to set the NoC bandwidth (much) lower than the
LLC bandwidth to meet the power budget. The root cause is that
crossbar overhead scales quadratically with the number of end-
points [22, 70, 69, 79]. To reduce NoC overhead, recent GPUs such
as Nvidia’s A100 [64] have adopted an SM-side UBA organization
where each LLC slice caches data from all memory partitions (see
Figure 1b). While this reduces NoC overhead, it comes at the cost
of maintaining coherence among LLC partitions Ð adding undesir-
able design complexity and limiting scalability with an increasing
number of partitions.

In this work, we propose the Non-Uniform Bandwidth Architec-

ture (NUBA), a GPU system architecture that distributes the SMs
and LLC slices evenly across memory controllers as shown in Fig-
ure 1c; we refer to the co-located SMs, LLCs and memory controller

as a partition. NUBA exposes the full bandwidth of the LLC slices
to the SMs within the same partition as they are connected via
point-to-point links, while providing access to all remote LLC slices
and memory partitions via the NoC. The advantage of NUBA over
UBA is twofold. First, NUBA offers a clear performance advantage
over UBA by providing higher effective bandwidth to the local LLC
slices. Second, since most accesses are local, NUBA is less NoC-
bandwidth-sensitive which enables reducing NoC bandwidth, and
thus NoC power and complexity, without adversely affecting per-
formance. NUBA with lower NoC bandwidth yields higher (or at
least similar) performance than UBA with higher NoC bandwidth.

NUBA is the GPU equivalent of the Non-Uniform Cache Ar-
chitecture (NUCA) [43, 35, 41, 93, 31] and Non-Uniform Memory
Architecture (NUMA) [87, 47, 71, 67, 51, 52, 27] proposals in the
CPU domain. However, the motivation is fundamentally different.
GPUs are highly bandwidth-sensitive as SMs switch between a
large number of Cooperative Thread Arrays (CTA) when encoun-
tering a stall on one of them. This execution model implies that
memory bandwidth in GPU systems is (practically) independent
of latency, and it is hence critical to map frequently accessed data
locally to maximize the effective memory bandwidth. In contrast,
because of the limited number of concurrent threads per core Ð
and hence limited Memory-Level Parallelism (MLP) Ð the primary
motivation behind NUCA and NUMA in the CPU domain is not
to maximize memory bandwidth but to minimize access latency
by mapping data to nearby caches and memories. Moreover, the
need for high bandwidth in GPUs results in power-hungry and
complex NoCs whereas CPU NoCs are typically much simpler. In
other words, NUBA and NUCA/NUMA embrace non-uniformity
for fundamentally different reasons: NUBA maximizes the effective
memory bandwidth while reducing power and complexity over-
head for GPUs, whereas NUCA/NUMA minimizes the effective
memory latency for CPUs.

While NUBA creates the architectural foundation for exploit-
ing non-uniformity in GPUs, the highly parallel execution model
means that we have to carefully co-design system software, the
compiler, and the architectural policies to fully unleash the NUBA
potential. The first challenge is to allocate memory pages such that
requests mostly access the local LLC slices (to capitalize on their
bandwidth benefit), while retaining load balance (to ensure that the
aggregate LLC and memory bandwidth is used efficiently). Memory
page allocation in GPUs is done in system software, i.e., the GPU
driver on the host CPU allocates a memory page to a particular
memory module upon its first access. The most commonly used
page allocation policies are first-touch and round-robin [32], but they
are both ineffective for NUBA GPUs. First-touch places a memory
page in the local memory module of the SM that first accesses it
and may cause severe load imbalance in NUBA GPUs. Round-robin
evenly distributes pages across modules and does not benefit from
non-uniformity. We propose Local-And-Balanced (LAB) page allo-
cation to exploit the high local bandwidth of NUBA GPUs while
simultaneously ensuring that pages are evenly distributed across
modules. LAB tracks the number of memory pages allocated to each
memory module. If the pages are not sufficiently evenly allocated,
LAB allocates the page to the module that currently has the lowest
number of allocated pages. Conversely, LAB allocates the page to
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the memory module of the requesting partition when pages are suf-
ficiently well distributed. LAB achieves the best of both worlds and
performs similarly to first-touch for low-sharing applications and
similarly to round-robin for high-sharing applications, yielding a
90.9% and 14.9% performance improvement compared to first-touch
and round-robin, respectively.

The second challenge is that shared data in a NUBA GPU must
necessarily be mapped to a single memory partition and hence it
is remote for at least one sharer, limiting the effective bandwidth.
Replicating shared data across partitions in NUBA GPUs has the
potential to greatly improve the effective memory bandwidth. How-
ever, data replication may also pressure the effective cache capacity
if the shared data set is large. We hence proposeModel-Driven Repli-

cation (MDR) to trade-off the improvement in effective bandwidth
versus the degradation in effective cache capacity. MDR leverages
data-flow analysis within the compiler to identify read-only shared
data. We focus on read-only data sharing because (i) it is common
in GPUs [90, 95], and (ii) read-only data can be replicated with-
out creating cache coherence issues. At runtime, MDR leverages a
novel hardware component which employs an analytical model to
balance the bandwidth benefit of shared data replication against
the potential bandwidth cost of increased LLC miss rates. MDR
is effective for high-sharing applications, yielding a performance
improvement of 18.4% on average (and up to 183.9%) compared to
no replication in a NUBA GPU baseline under LAB.

The NUBA concept can be leveraged in various ways, (1) to
improve performance, (2) to reduce NoC power consumption and
complexity, or (3) to improve performance and reduce NoC com-
plexity, and we provide experimental results for the three cases. (1)
When both the NUBA and the memory-side and SM-side UBAs are
configured with a 1.4 TB/s crossbar NoC, NUBA improves perfor-
mance by 23.1% and 22.2% on average (and up to 183.9% and 182.4%),
respectively. (We note that keeping memory accesses mostly lo-
cal is also beneficial in terms of energy, as NUBA reduces GPU
energy consumption by 16.0% and 13.1% on average compared to
iso-resource memory-side and SM-side UBA GPUs, respectively.)
(2) When configuring the NUBA with a 700 GB/s NoC, NUBA re-
duces NoC power consumption by 12.1× and 9.4× compared to the
memory-side and SM-side UBAs with a 5.6 TB/s NoC (as for the
A100 [64]), respectively, for similar performance. (3) NUBA with
a 700 GB/s NoC outperforms the memory-side and SM-side UBAs
with a 1.4 TB/s NoC by 12.7% and 11.3%, while at the same time
reducing NoC power by 2.3× and 1.6×, respectively.

2 BACKGROUND

GPU architecture. We now return to Figure 1 to explain the GPU
architectures in more detail. Both the UBA and NUBAGPUs contain
64 SMs, 64 LLC slices and 32 memory controllers, and there is
hence a 2:2:1 ratio of SMs, LLC slices and memory controllers. The
partitions shown in Figure 1c are hence exactly the same as in our
NUBA baseline except that our baseline has 32 partitions whereas
the simplified NUBA GPU in Figure 1c has only two partitions. We
refer to the LLC slices andmemory controller within the partition as
local, and the LLC slices and memory controllers in other partitions
as remote. The memory-side UBA GPU uses a crossbar NoC to
connect the L1 caches of all SMs to all LLC slices, and point-to-point

Bank BlockColColumnRow
0671117202131

Channel
1216

Page OffsetPhysical Page Number

10

Figure 2: Partition-aware address map. The channel bits are

selected outside of the memory page offset and not randomized to give

the GPU driver control over memory page placement.

links between the LLC slices and memory controllers. The SM-side
UBA GPU uses a crossbar to connect the SMs’ L1 caches to the LLC
slices within one of two partitions; hardware coherence keeps the
two partitions (containing of 32 LLC slices each) consistent. The
NUBA architecture uses a crossbar to connect all LLC slices to all
other LLC slices. The interconnection network between the SMs’ L1
caches and the LLC slices are low-complexity point-to-point links:
we do not need input buffers and virtual channels as in typical NoC
routers. For requests, routing requires inspecting the appropriate
memory address bits on the L1-side, and control is provided by a
round-robin arbiter on the LLC-side (which also handles requests
from the inter-partition NoC). All architectures use hierarchical
crossbars to minimize their power and area cost [94]. Both the UBA
and NUBA GPUs can be clustered [89] (i.e., L1s in UBA and LLC
slices in NUBA share NoC ports to reduce area and power overheads
at the cost of reduced bandwidth), yet we use a one-to-one mapping
in our setup.

Address mapping policy. Conventional UBA GPUs employ ran-
domizing address mapping policies to evenly distribute non-shared
requests across memory channels and banks [49]; shared data is
necessarily located in a single memory channel which can lead
to intermittent congestion [95, 94]. In a NUBA GPU, the address
mapping policy needs to be designed such that the GPU driver can
influence the placement of memory pages to be able to capitalize on
its non-uniform bandwidth. More specifically, the channel bits need
to be selected outside of the memory page as shown in Figure 2.
Moreover, the address mapping policy must copy these bits directly
to preserve the channel mapping. However, it can still harvest ad-
dress entropy across the row, channel and bank bits, and use this to
randomize the bank bits as in the PAE address mapping policy [49];
we use the least significant bank bit(s) to select the LLC slice. To
ensure a fair comparison, we use the same fixed-channel address
mapping policy for both the UBA and NUBA GPUs in this work,
even if UBA performs slightly (3.1%) better with PAE since it also
randomizes the channel bits. We show in our sensitivity analysis
that our performance-optimized NUBA GPU still outperforms UBA
with PAE by a significant margin (see Section 7.5 for details).

Workload sharing behavior. Before delving into the details of
how to design NUBA GPUs, we first categorize our set of bench-
marks based on their sharing degree as we find it useful to discuss
NUBA performance. In particular, we evaluate the degree to which
memory pages are shared between different SMs for the bench-
marks we consider in this work. We perform this evaluation on our
baseline 64-SM GPU with a 4 KB page size; we will consider other
page sizes in Section 7.5.

Figure 3 shows the degree to which memory pages are shared
across SMs. A page is shared if it is accessed by more than one SM
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Figure 3: Memory page sharing degree for different GPU

applications. For low-sharing applications, most of the memory

pages are accessed by only one SM; for high-sharing applications, a

large portion of memory pages are accessed by tens of SMs.

during execution, and we count the number of SMs that access each
shared page. Benchmarks exhibit different sharing behavior, and we
partition the benchmarks into two groups based on their sharing
degree, see Figure 3. For the low-sharing applications, more than
80% of the memory pages are accessed by a single SM and are hence
not shared. The high-sharing benchmarks feature a reasonably large
fraction of shared pages. The degree of sharing varies significantly
within this group. For example, ∼30% of pages are shared by 2ś
10 SMs for SC, whereas more than 70% of the memory pages are
shared by 26ś64 SMs for AN, SN and GRU. In contrast to what
one may expect, some applications with irregular memory access
patterns exhibit low-sharing characteristics (such asMVT, ATAX
and GESUMM), while others feature high-sharing characteristics
(such asNW and BICG). The key difference is whether the irregular
memory accesses of different SMs target the same shared memory
pages or not.

The sharing degree is an important workload characteristic in the
context of a NUBA architecture. NUBA will maximize performance
for the low-sharing applications because most memory accesses
will be local provided that (i) Cooperative Thread Arrays (CTAs) are
evenly distributed across SMs, and (ii) the memory pages that these
CTAs access are mapped to the local memory partition. For the high-
sharing applications on the other hand, irrespective of how CTAs
are distributed across SMs and how memory pages are mapped
across the different memory partitions, a significant fraction of
memory accesses will be remote. These remote accesses traverse
the NoC and hence experience lower effective bandwidth than local
accesses. It is hence critical to map memory pages optimally and
maximize the effective bandwidth for applications with substantial
sharing.

3 THE NON-UNIFORM BANDWIDTH
ARCHITECTURE

ImplementingNUBA.Wefirst describe howNUBA supports local
and remote memory accesses in the LLC slices. The SM translates
virtual memory addresses to physical addresses using the TLBs (or
possibly page tables). After address translation, the SM accesses the
L1 cache which returns the data upon a cache hit. Otherwise, the
memory request needs to access the LLC, and the LLC slice that the
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data can reside in is uniquely identified by the architecture’s address
mapping scheme (see Section 2). Figure 4 shows an example of local
and remote memory accesses in NUBA. If the memory page is
mapped to the local memory partition, the data is cached by a local
LLC slice and the request is sent directly to this slice. The local LLC
slice responds with the data upon a cache hit. Otherwise, the request
is passed on to the local memory controller, and the requested data
is inserted into the cache when it returns. If the request maps to
a memory page that is stored in a remote memory partition, the
request bypasses the local LLC slice and instead accesses the LLC
slice in the remote partition.

Figure 5 shows the LLC slice design that we use in NUBA to sup-
port local and remote memory accesses. Upon receiving a memory
request, the LLC inspects the memory address of the request and
uses this to determine its destination. If the request is local, it is
inserted into the Local Memory Request (LMR) queue to eventually
access the LLC’s tag and data arrays 1 . Otherwise, the memory
request is forwarded to the NoC which routes it to the appropriate
remote LLC slice based on its memory address 2 . The LLC slice also
needs to service remote requests that it receives through the NoC.
These requests are stored in the Remote Memory Request (RMR)
queue 3 . The LLC needs to arbitrate between the LMR and RMR
as it can issue one request per cycle to the tag and data arrays. We
use a round-robin selection policy 4 , i.e., if both the LMR and RMR
contain requests we alternate between the queues in subsequent
cycles.

If the memory request hits in the LLC, the data is returned to
the SM directly if the request is local 5 or inserted into the NoC
if the request is remote 6 . LLC misses on both local and remote
requests reserve an entry in the LLC’s Miss Status Holding Register
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(MSHR) and the access is forwarded to the local memory controller
7 . When the data returns, it is installed in the LLC if the request
was from a local SM or forwarded to the requesting SM over the
crossbar otherwise.

The NUBA design space. Our baseline NUBA GPU consists of 32
partitions with two SMs, two LLC slices and one memory controller
in each partition. This is only one point in the design space though,
and we now discuss how to scale NUBA with resource availability.
The limiting factor is typically the number of memory controllers
that can be accommodated as adding more memory channels is
relatively more costly than adding compute resources. In particular,
increasing the number of memory channels requires more pins
which in turn requires more expensive packages in single-package
designs [12], while it increases integration costs in multi-chip mod-
ules [42].

The next step is to decide upon the ratio of SMs and LLC slices
per memory channel within a partition. If the architecture focuses
on compute-intensive applications, it may be appropriate to have
relatively many SMs per memory channel (e.g., 4 SMs per channel)
whereas our baseline is morememory-orientedwith 2 SMs per chan-
nel. Howmany LLC slices to distribute the aggregate cache capacity
across also needs to be decided. Current architectures typically have
twice as many LLC slices as there are memory controllers [64]. The
number of LLC slices is a trade-off between providing more band-
width Ð as slices can be accessed in parallel Ð versus the overheads
of connecting the slices to each other and duplicating the access
circuitry (i.e., everything except the tag and data arrays in Figure 5).
We explore the performance of various NUBA configurations in
Section 7.5.

We propose to keep the ratio of SMs and LLC slices to memory
controllers constant when scaling NUBA GPUs. The reason is that
adding more SMs increases the bandwidth demand and the architec-
ture would hence quickly become imbalanced if compute resources
are scaled faster than memory resources, and vice versa. We hence
scale NUBA by increasing the number of partitions, and we adjust
the focus on compute versus memory by adjusting the ratio of SMs
to LLC slices and memory controllers within each partition.

NUBA die layout.We believe that manufacturing a NUBA GPU is
feasible. In commercial products such as Nvidia’s A100, where LLCs
are concentrated in the middle of the die, all SMs already have LLC
slices that are physically close versus LLC slices that are relatively
far away [25]. It is hence unnecessary to re-distribute LLCs across
the die to enable a NUBA architecture. Moreover, each LLC slice is
already connected to a nearby memory controller in the A100. A
NUBA GPU can hence be implemented by linking nearby SMs to
nearby LLC slices to form partitions, and the LLC slices can retain
their memory controller links. The LLC slices will then need to
be connected to each other using the crossbar, but this crossbar is
similar to the crossbar used to connect the SMs to the LLC slices in
the conventional UBA GPU.

4 LOCAL-AND-BALANCED PAGE
ALLOCATION

A NUBA GPU will only outperform a UBA GPU if it is able to
predominantly steer memory requests to the local LLC slices and

memory channels while achieving good load balance. We first ex-
plain why the existing round-robin and first-touch page allocation
policies [6] fall short before we describe the details of our newly
proposed Local-And-Balanced (LAB) policy.

First-touch and round-robin page allocation. The page place-
ment policy has limited performance impact in UBA GPUs as a ran-
domized address mapping policy will distribute memory accesses
evenly across LLC slices and memory channels [49]. However, page
mapping policies have been studied in the context of multi-chip
module GPUs. More specifically, the designers of MCM-GPU [6]
considered the round-robin and first-touch page allocation poli-
cies. Under round-robin, the GPU driver distributes memory pages
evenly across memory partitions, whereas first-touch allocates a
page in the memory partition closest to the SM that first accessed
the page. The key difference between our NUBA architecture and a
multi-chip module is the granularity of allocation.

The fine-grained resource distribution in NUBA GPUs results in
neither round-robin nor first-touch page allocation being effective.
The reason is that low-sharing applications prefer first-touch be-
cause distributed CTA scheduling already distributes CTAs evenly
across SMs while maximizing locality. The CTAs of low-sharing
applications allocated to the same SM hence mostly access the same
memory pages so it is beneficial to place them in the local mem-
ory partition. In contrast, first-touch is detrimental to performance
for high-sharing applications because the locality optimization of
distributed CTA scheduling tends to allocate heavily shared pages
to relatively few memory channels. This leads to poor bandwidth
utilization as few channels are heavily congested whereas others
are lightly loaded. While round-robin avoids this pathological be-
havior, it is also unable to leverage the non-uniform bandwidth of
the NUBA since it is equally likely to allocate a page to any memory
channel.

We now explain this behavior in more detail with an example.
Figure 6a shows a timeline of accesses for two SMs, SM0 and SM1,
that are allocated to different NUBA partitions. There is no data
sharing as SM0 accesses page P1 and P2 whereas SM1 accesses page
P0 and P3; we number the pages in the order they are accessed by
the SMs. Pages accessed by SM0 are green, pages that are accessed
by SM1 are red, and shared pages are blue. Figure 6b illustrates
how the first-touch policy allocates pages to memory modules on a
simplified NUBA architecture with two partitions and one SM, one
LLC slice, and one memory channel per partition given the access
order in Figure 6a. Under first-touch, the GPU driver first allocates
P0 to M1 because it is accessed by SM1. Then, it allocates P1 to M0,
P2 to M0, and finally P3 to M1, hence succeeding in keeping all
memory requests within the module. Figure 6c shows that round-
robin is ineffective as it first allocates P0 to M0, P1 to M1, P2 to
M0, and finally P3 to M2. While the load on the NoC and memory
channels is equal, it is suboptimal since NoC bandwidth is lower
than the local LLC bandwidth.

Figure 6d shows the access order of a high-sharing application
in which SM0 and SM1 access the same pages. Again, first-touch
allocates pages into the memory of the SM that accessed the page
first (see Figure 6e). SM1 accesses P0 and P2 first and these are hence
placed inM1. Then, SM0 accesses P1which results in the GPU driver
placing it in M1. SM1 then accesses P3, and it is allocated to M1.
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(b) Low-sharing application with first-touch
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(d) High-sharing application timeline
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Figure 6: Page allocation scheme for low-sharing and high-sharing applications. Round-robin page allocation distributes pages evenly

across memory channels while first-touch scheme allocates the page in the partition near the SM that first accesses the page.

First-touch is hence suboptimal as M0 achieves a disproportionately
large fraction of the memory memory pages. Round-robin works
better for high-sharing applications as it distributes pages evenly
across modules (i.e., P0 and P2 go to M0 and P1 and P3 go to M1 as
shown in Figure 6f). The fundamental problem is that shared data
necessarily will be accessed by multiple SMs and it is hence critical
to distribute this load across channels.

Local-and-balanced page allocation.We now describe our Local-
And-Balanced (LAB) page allocation policy which steers accesses to
the local LLC slices and memory channels while at the same time
distributing pages across channels to avoid load imbalance when
necessary. More specifically, LAB employs first-touch as long as it
can without creating load imbalance, while reverting to least-first

page allocation otherwise. Least-first allocates a page to one of
the modules that have the lowest number of pages allocated to
it, breaking ties arbitrarily. Once the pages are sufficiently evenly

allocated to memory modules, LAB reverts back to first-touch. In
other words, while LAB improves locality through first-touch, it
steers pages to the most lightly loaded memory partitions when
the allocation is imbalanced Ð by doing so, LAB optimizes locality
while retaining sufficient balance among the memory partitions.

LAB, like first-touch and round-robin, is implemented within
the GPU driver. Unlike first-touch and round-robin though, LAB
keeps track of the number of memory pages it has allocated to
each of the memory partitions. The GPU driver runs on the host
CPU and tracking the number of allocated pages hence requires
allocating a 32-entry array in CPU memory for our baseline (as it
has 32 channels). Under LAB, each time the GPU driver allocates a
new page in GPU memory, it first computes the Normalized Page
Balance (NPB):

NPB =

1

𝑛
×

𝑛∑︁

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖

max(𝑃1, 𝑃2, . . . , 𝑃𝑛)
. (1)
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More specifically, we first compute the ratio of the number of pages
𝑃𝑖 in partition 𝑖 to the maximum number of pages currently allo-
cated to any partition. We then take the sum of these ratios across
all 𝑛 partitions and finally divide by 𝑛 to normalize and compute
NPB. NPB is a number between 1/𝑛 and 1 where 1 means that the
memory pages are evenly allocated and 1/𝑛 means that all pages
are allocated to a single partition. In this work, LAB adopts the
first-touch policy if NPB is above 0.9 and uses least-first otherwise.
We empirically determined that a threshold of 0.9 balances the per-
formance gain across high-sharing and low-sharing applications
(see Section 7.5 for details).

5 MODEL-DRIVEN DATA REPLICATION

Frequent accesses to shared data pose a challenge for NUBA GPUs.
Shared data structures accessed by multiple CTAs are allocated to a
single memory partition and are hence cached in its corresponding
LLC slice. This creates two problems. (i) SMs in other partitions
need to traverse the NoC to access the shared data in a remote LLC
slice, which is suboptimal in terms of effective bandwidth compared
to a local access. (ii) Multiple SMs accessing the shared data around
the same time leads to camping in front of the LLC slice. We propose
Model-driven Data Replication (MDR) of read-only shared data to
alleviate this bandwidth bottleneck.

5.1 Data Replication Trade-Off

Replicating shared data across LLC slices increases the effective
bandwidth as multiple SMs can then access the shared data locally
and in parallel, as opposed to requiring a remote access and possibly
serializing in front of an LLC slice. We propose to only replicate
read-only shared data as the vast majority of shared cache lines
is read-only [90, 95]. Read-write shared data is not replicated to
avoid coherence overheads for keeping the replicated copies up to
date. We rely on compiler analysis to identify accesses to read-only
shared data structures within a kernel (as described later).

Data replication leads to a bandwidth versus cache capacity
trade-off. Replicating data increases the effective bandwidth (im-
proving performance) while at the same increasing pressure on
cache capacity (degrading performance). In fact, replicating a small
shared data set is most likely to be beneficial whereas replicating
a large shared data set may lead to cache thrashing. MDR makes
this bandwidth-capacity trade-off dynamically in hardware. If the
predicted bandwidth benefits of replication outweigh the increase
in LLC miss rate, MDR replicates the data; this is done on demand
and on a per-cacheline basis, i.e., whenever an SM requests a shared
read-only cacheline, the cacheline is cached locally and hence repli-
cated if deemed beneficial by MDR. If not, the shared data is not
replicated and SMs will need to traverse the NoC to access the
shared data in a remote partition.

MDR divides time into fixed-length epochs (e.g., 20 K clock cy-
cles) and re-evaluates the policy’s selection at epoch boundaries.
Profiling results collected during the previous epoch are used as
input to the performance model to predict whether or not to repli-
cate in the next epoch. MDR compares the estimated bandwidth
consumption with versus without data replication. It estimates the

effective bandwidth of full replication while running under no repli-
cation, and vice versa. The configuration that yields the highest
effective bandwidth is adopted.

No Replication: The effective bandwidth under no replication
(𝐵𝑊𝑁𝑜𝑅𝑒𝑝 ) is estimated as the weighted sum of the effective band-
width to the local and remote partitions:

𝐵𝑊𝑁𝑜𝑅𝑒𝑝 = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 · 𝐵𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 + 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 · 𝐵𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒

𝐵𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 𝐿𝐿𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑡 · 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶 + 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶_𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶_𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 · 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶 , 𝐵𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑀 }

𝐵𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝐵𝑊𝑁𝑜𝐶 , 𝐿𝐿𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑡 · 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶 + 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶_𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 }

The effective local bandwidth 𝐵𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 is the sum of the LLC hit and
miss bandwidth. The former is the LLC hit rate times the raw LLC
bandwidth, while the latter is the minimum of the raw memory
bandwidth and the LLC miss rate times the raw LLC bandwidth.
The effective remote bandwidth 𝐵𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 is computed in a similar
way except that it is further constrained by the NoC bandwidth
as remote requests need to traverse the NoC. For simplicity, we
assume that the LLC hit and miss rates are the same for local and
remote requests.

Full Replication: Under full replication, the effective bandwidth
(𝐵𝑊𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑝 ) is estimated as the sum of the LLC hit and miss band-
width as all L1 misses access the local LLC slices:

𝐵𝑊𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑝 = 𝐿𝐿𝐶ℎ𝑖𝑡 · 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶 + 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶_𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠

𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶_𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝐿𝐿𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠 · 𝐵𝑊𝐿𝐿𝐶 , 𝐵𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 }

𝐵𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 · 𝐵𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑀 + 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 · 𝐵𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒

𝐵𝑊𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝐵𝑊𝑁𝑜𝐶 , 𝐵𝑊𝑀𝐸𝑀 }

The LLC miss bandwidth is computed as the minimum of the LLC
miss rate times the raw LLC bandwidth and the effective memory
bandwidth (𝐵𝑊𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 ), which is a weighted sum of the local
and remote memory bandwidth, with the latter being the memory
bandwidth derated with the NoC bandwidth.

Note that some inputs to the above formulas are specific to the
microarchitecture, i.e., the bandwidth numbers of the LLC, NoC
and memory. Other parameters are a function of the workload
and whether replication is applied or not, i.e., the fraction local
versus remote accesses as well as the LLC hit and miss rates. The
latter parameters are estimated during profiling using dynamic set
sampling [75] in which we profile 8 sets in a single LLC slice. The
hardware overhead to collect the required profiling information
is limited to 384 bytes, i.e., 8 sets times 16 ways times 24 bits per
entry. The MDR model decides whether read-only shared data
should be replicated in the next 20K-cycle epoch by evaluating the
above model in hardware once per epoch. MDR assumes custom
circuitry with two fixed-point ALUs and control logic.We can hence
compute the no-replication and full-replication cases in parallel
in 116 cycles.1 The runtime overhead for evaluating the model is
hence negligible; the overhead for filling the cache with replicated
cache lines is faithfully modeled in our simulation setup.

1Computing the LLC hit/miss rate and fraction local/remote accesses, and computing
the model equations involves 4 divisions of 25 cycles each, 4 multiplications of 3 cycles
each, and 2 additions and 2 comparisons of 1 cycle each (116 cycles in total).
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5.2 Compiler Analysis and Runtime Support

MDR relies on the compiler to identify read-only shared data struc-
tures for the hardware to replicate if deemed appropriate. As in
prior work [95], the compiler employs data flow analysis at the PTX
intermediate code level [62] to identify accesses to read-only data
structures within a kernel boundary. If a data structure is never
written to within a kernel, it is marked as read-only; otherwise, it
is marked as read-write. Note that a data structure marked as read-
only in one GPU kernel can be read-write in another kernel, e.g., the
output of one kernel can serve as input to another kernel. Load op-
erations accessing read-only data structures using the ld.global
instruction are then replaced by a newly introduced ld.global.ro
instruction, indicating to hardware that these instructions operate
on read-only data that can be replicated.

To differentiate requests to read-only and read-write shared data
at runtime, the instruction decoder in hardware, upon decoding
an ld.global.ro instruction adds a read-only bit to the memory
request metadata which MDR uses to identify candidates for repli-
cation. This extra bit does not add overhead because a read request
only needs to transmit the address to be fetched (8 bytes in our
setup), while a write request needs to transmit both the address
and the data (16 bytes). In other words, there are spare bits among
the request links to mark accesses to read-only shared data. Repli-
cating cachelines under MDR in hardware is as simple as caching
remote cache lines locally, i.e., we route requests to remote shared
read-only cachelines to the local LLC first and then to the remote
LLC (and memory) upon a miss. We rely on the cache replacement
policy to keep the hottest cachelines in the local LLC, i.e., we treat
replicated cachelines equally to other cachelines.

5.3 Cache Coherence Implications

GPUs typically employ software cache coherence protocols with
write-through L1 caches [61, 53, 90, 77], which is what we assume in
this work. At synchronization boundaries, e.g., a sync instruction or
kernel boundary, the SMs flush (invalidate) their L1 cache to ensure
that the LLC contains the most recent values. When employing
replication, our compiler support guarantees that the local LLC
only caches read-only data; dirty replicas hence do not exist. We
do however flush the LLC on kernel boundaries as read-only data
in the current kernel can become read-write in the next kernel.
(We faithfully model this overhead in our evaluation.) NUBA GPUs
handle atomic instructions the same way as UBA GPUs. More
specifically, UBA GPUs use the raster operation units located in
the LLCs to handle atomic instructions [1, 33].

6 METHODOLOGY

Simulated System: We substantiallymodifiedGPGPU-sim v3.2.2 [13]
to evaluate NUBA. In particular, to faithfully model the memory
subsystem, we have integrated Ramulator [44] into GPGPU-sim.
We also added TLB and MMU support to simulate unified memory.
A two-level TLB design is used where each SM has its private L1
TLB and all SMs share an L2 TLB as in prior work [8, 80, 81, 9, 91].
A TLB miss triggers a page table walk upon a page fault; up to 64
concurrent page walkers are supported. A fixed latency penalty
(20 µs) is assumed to model the overhead of page fault handling
and page eviction [96]. Similar to previous work, we assume 4 KB

Table 1: Simulated GPU architecture.

No. SMs 64 SMs

SM resources
1.4 GHz, 32 SIMT width, 96 KB shared memory

Max. 2048 threads (64 warps/SM, 32 threads/warp)
Scheduler 2 warp schedulers per SM, GTO policy

L1 data cache
48 KB per SM (6-way, 64 sets), 128 B block,

128 MSHR entries, write-through, write-no-allocate

L1 TLB
128 entries per SM, single port,

1-cycle latency, LRU

LLC
6 MB in total (64 slices, 16-way, 48 sets),
120 clock cycles latency, write-back

L2 TLB
512 entries in total, 16-way set-associative,

10-cycle latency, LRU, 2 ports
Page table
walker

shared, 64 concurrent walkers

NoC 64 × 64 crossbar, 1.4 TB/s
Memory stack
configuration

350 MHz, 4 memory stacks, 8 channels/stack,
FR-FCFS, 64 entries/queue, 16 banks/chan., 720 GB/s

HBM Timing
[20, 44]

tRC=24, tRCD=7, tRP=7, tCL=7,
tWL=2, tRAS=17,tRRDl=5, tRRDs=4, tFAW=20

tRTP=7, tCCDl=1, tCCDs=1, tWTRl=4, tWTRs=2

Table 2: GPU-compute benchmarks.

Benchmark Abbr. Sharing Memory Footprint
Degree / Read-Only Shared

LavaMD [21] LAVAMD Low 7 MB / 0.9 MB
Lattice-Boltzmann [82] LBM Low 389 MB / 33 MB

DWT2D [21] DWT2D Low 302 MB / 0.01 MB
Kmeans [21] KMEANS Low 136 MB / 0.1 MB

Page View Count [36] PVC Low 1,081 MB / 0.6 MB
Black-Scholes [65] BH Low 48 MB / 5.3 MB
Wordcount [36] WC Low 542MB / 0.9 MB
Stringmatch [36] SM Low 146 MB / 1.2 MB

2DConvolution [34] 2DCONV Low 1,074 MB / 17 MB
Mvt [34] MVT Low 6,443 MB / 0.1 MB

FastWalshTransform [65] FWT Low 269 MB / 0.01 MB
Backprop [21] BP Low 75 MB / 0.4 MB
Fdtd2D [34] FTD2D Low 51 MB / 0.07 MB

Convolution Separable [65] CONVS Low 151 MB / 20 MB
ATAX [34] ATAX Low 1,342 MB / 0.08 MB

Gesummv [34] GESUMM Low 1,073 MB / 0.1 MB

Streamcluster [21] SC High 302 MB / 8 MB
2MM [34] 2MM High 84 MB / 6 MB

Leukocyte [21] LEU High 2 MB / 1 MB
B+tree [21] BT High 39 MB / 36 MB
SGemm [82] SGEMM High 9 MB / 8 MB

Matrixmul [65] MM High 8 MB / 7 MB
3DConvolution [34] 3DCONV High 1,074 MB / 68 MB

AlexNet[86] AN High 1 MB / 0.4 MB
SqueezeNet [86] SN High 1 MB / 0.9 MB
ResNet [86] RN High 4 MB / 0.7 MB

Gated Recurrent Unit [86] GRU High 2 MB / 0.4 MB
Needleman-Wunsch [21] NW High 16 MB / 10 MB

BICG [34] BICG High 2,013 MB / 472 MB

memory pages [96, 73, 81, 72, 88]; 2 MB page size is evaluated in
the sensitivity analysis. We use our fixed-channel address mapping
policy as discussed in Section 2 unless mentioned otherwise.

The simulated UBA and NUBA architectures feature 64 SMs, 64
LLC slices, 32 memory channels, and 4 HBM stacks, i.e., 8 memory
controllers per HBM stack and 2 LLC slices per memory controller.
The SM-side UBA features 2 LLC partitions with 32 LLC slices each
as in Nvidia’s A100 [64]. In the NUBA configuration, we assume
that a partition consists of two SMs that are locally connected to two
LLC slices and one memory controller. All simulated configurations
assume a 1.4 TB/s hierarchical crossbar NoC [94], unless stated
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otherwise, built by assembling a total of 16 8 × 8 crossbars. Each
8×8 crossbar incurs a 4-cycle latency and 16 B link width. The
reply data packet size equals 136 bytes (128 bytes data plus 8 bytes
control). The NoC bandwidth and latency are hence exactly the
same for all iso-resource NoCs. The point-to-point links between
the L1 caches and their respective local LLC slice under NUBA
provide 2.8 TB/s.

We further assume distributed CTA scheduling [6] to maximize
data locality within an SM (for the UBA GPU) and within a partition
(for NUBA). Table 1 provides further details about the simulated
GPU architectures. We use GPUWattch [48] and DSENT [83] to
estimate GPU and NoC power, respectively, assuming a 22 nm tech-
nology node. The compile-time support needed by NUBA analyzes
PTX code (CUDA’s intermediate code representation) as compiled
using nvcc 4.0 [63].

Workloads: We use a wide range of GPU benchmarks including
regular applications from Rodinia [21] and CUDA SDK [65], as well
as irregular applications from Mars [36], deep learning applications
fromTango [86] and additional sources [34, 82]. Details are provided
in Table 2. We use the default input data set for each benchmark
and cover a wide range of different memory footprints (as large as
6.4 GB). The benchmarks are classified as low-sharing versus high-
sharing based on the memory page sharing characteristics across
SMs as discussed before. We simulate 1 billion instructions to obtain
stable and representative results following common practice [7, 45,
6, 94], and we confirm that this is representative. We compute
average speedup using the harmonic mean and then report average
improvement as a percentage.

7 EVALUATION

We evaluate the following four proposals:

• Memory-side UBA: The conventional memory-side UBA
GPU baseline architecture.

• SM-side UBA: The SM-side UBA GPU architecture.
• NUBA-No-Rep: The proposed NUBA GPU architecture
with LAB page allocation but without MDR.

• NUBA: The proposed NUBA architecture with LAB page
allocation and MDR-driven data replication.

7.1 Overall Performance

Iso-resource GPU architectures. Figure 7 reports performance
for the two NUBA variants normalized to the conventional UBA
baseline in iso-resource configurations (i.e., all architectures use
the same 1.4 TB/s crossbar NoC). We focus the comparison against
our baseline memory-side UBA because the SM-side UBA only
marginally outperforms the baseline in cases where data repli-
cation across LLC partitions is beneficial (by 1.0% on average).
NUBA provides a substantial performance speedup for both the
low-sharing and high-sharing applications: we report an average
performance improvement of 30.4% on average (and up to 97.9%)
for the low-sharing applications versus an average performance
improvement of 15.1% (and up to 183.9%) for the high-sharing ap-
plications. Overall, across our complete set of benchmarks, NUBA
improves performance by 23.1% on average.

The performance improvement correlates strongly with the ef-
fective bandwidth (replies/cycle) perceived by the SMs, see Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Performance improvement obtained by NUBA and
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NUBA increases the perceived bandwidth by 51.7% on average (and
up to 117.9%) for the low-sharing applications and by 24.7% on
average (and up to 137.5%) for the high-sharing applications. Over-
all, NUBA increases the effective perceived memory bandwidth by
38.9% on average.
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sumption for UBA and NUBA. NUBA retains high performance

while significantly reducing NoC power and complexity.

The fundamental reason for the increase in perceived bandwidth
is explained in Figure 9. In a conventional UBA architecture, all
L1 misses have to traverse the 1.4 TB/s NoC and are hence remote.
Under NUBA, the vast majority of L1 misses turn into accesses to
the local LLC/memory partition over the high-bandwidth 2.8 TB/s
point-to-point links. This is particularly true for the low-sharing
applications; for some of the high-sharing applications, selective
data replication under NUBA turns a large fraction of the accesses
to shared read-only data into local accesses as well. This leads to a
significant performance improvement for 2MM, AN, SN and RN.
(In spite of the dramatic increase of local accesses for 3DCONV
due to data replication, this does not translate into a significant per-
formance improvement as this benchmark is relatively bandwidth-
insensitive.) Overall, under NUBA, 63.9% of the L1 misses turn into
local accesses.

Performance versus NoC power/complexity trade-off. While
comparing iso-resource NUBA and UBA configurations enables a
fair comparison, it does not exploit NUBA’s potential for reduc-
ing NoC power and complexity. The fact that NUBA is much less
sensitive to NoC bandwidth than the UBA architectures provides
an opportunity to reduce NoC power/complexity while providing
similar (or higher) performance. More specifically and as shown
in Figure 10, NUBA with a 700 GB/s NoC provides similar perfor-
mance as the memory-side and SM-side UBAs with a 5.6 TB/s NoC
for a 12.1× and 9.4× reduction in NoC power consumption, respec-
tively; note that a 5.6 TB/s NoC provides similar bandwidth to the
NoC in the SM-side Nvidia A100 UBA [64]. NUBA can also improve
performance and at the same time reduce NoC power consumption,
see for example how NUBA with a 700 GB/s NoC outperforms the
memory-side and SM-side UBAs with a 1.4 TB/s NoC by 12.7% and
11.3%, while at the same time reducing NoC power by 2.3× and
1.6×, respectively.

7.2 LAB Page Allocation

As shown in Figure 11, LAB page allocation outperforms conven-
tional first-touch (FT) and round-robin (RR) page allocation. For
the low-sharing applications, LAB and FT map memory pages to
the memory partition where it is accessed locally, thereby increas-
ing the effective memory bandwidth. In contrast, RR spreads out
memory pages across the system which leads to a large fraction
of remote accesses. For the high-sharing applications, FT leads to
(very) heavily skewed page placement, i.e., some frequently ac-
cessed memory pages are mapped to the same memory partition,
thereby leading to a severe bandwidth bottleneck when the other
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Figure 11: The impact of page allocation on NUBA perfor-

mance. LAB achieves high performance for both the low- and high-

sharing applications.
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Figure 12: The impact of data replication on NUBA perfor-

mance. MDR effectively balances maximizing bandwidth to shared

read-only data against reducing pressure on cache capacity.

partitions access the data. LAB and RR alleviate this problem by
evenly distributing memory pages across the different memory
partitions. In NUBA, LAB improves average performance by 88.9%
and 14.3% compared to first-touch and round-robin, respectively.
Overall, LAB improves performance by 14.8% on average compared
to UBA.

7.3 Model-Driven Data Replication

MDR is critical for the high-sharing applications. Figure 12 reports
the performance impact of data replication for three configurations:
no replication (No-Rep), full replication (Full-Rep) and MDR, as-
suming LAB page allocation. Whereas full replication dramatically
improves performance for a number of benchmarks, e.g., 2MM

(189.9%), AN (75.1%), SN (72.0%) and RN (33.9%), due to increased
effective bandwidth to shared data. However, it also significantly
degrades performance for others, e.g., SC (17.9%), BT (18.6%), GRU
(18.3%) and BICG (16.5%) because of increased pressure on cache ca-
pacity, i.e., LLC miss rate increases by 10.7% (SC), 21.9% (BT), 90.0%
(GRU), 10.8% (BICG). MDR only replicates cache lines if deemed
beneficial, which leads to an average performance improvement of
15.1% compared to no replication.
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across the broad design space while varying the number of SMs, par-

tition setup, LLC capacity, page size and address mapping policy.

7.4 Energy Consumption

NUBA reduces NoC energy compared to UBA by 54.5% on average
by having fewer requests traverse the NoC, i.e., most accesses are
to the local memory partition. Due to the reduction in execution
time, NUBA leads to a reduction in overall GPU energy by 16.0%
on average and up to 44.2%, see Figure 13. This is a substantial
improvement over SM-side UBA which reduces NoC energy by
25.9% and total GPU energy by 2.9% on average.

7.5 Sensitivity Analyses

We now evaluate NUBA’s effectiveness across the broad design
space, see also Figure 14.

GPU size: We assume a 2:2:1 ratio of SMs, LLC slices and memory
channels per partition as we scale system size by 0.5×, 1× (base-
line) and 2×, i.e., we scale compute, LLC and memory bandwidth
proportionally while keeping LLC slice capacity constant (we thus
effectively scale LLC capacity). NUBA’s average performance bene-
fit increases from 15.9% to 23.1% and 30.1%, respectively. Increased
LLC capacity increases the number of accesses to the local LLC
slices, which increases the opportunity for NUBA to outperform
UBA.

Partition:We assumed a 2:2:1 ratio of SMs, LLC slices and memory
controllers throughout the paper. We now change the number of
LLC slices per partition while keeping total LLC capacity constant.

Increasing the number of LLC slices increases the effective band-
width that the LLC can provide to the local SMs, which in turn
increases the opportunity for NUBA to outperform UBA. We report
a performance improvement of 15.1%, 23.1% and 41.2% for 1, 2 and
4 LLC slices per partition, respectively.

LLC capacity: NUBA performs better for systems with larger LLC
capacity, changing from 12.9% at 0.5× to 31.7% at 2× the baseline
capacity. The reason is that increased LLC capacity increases the
fraction of local memory accesses under NUBA.

Page size: Increasing the memory page size from 4 KB to 2 MB
slightly reduces the performance benefit obtained through NUBA to
21.6%. A large page size does not affect NUBA’s effectiveness for low-
sharing applications. For high-sharing applications, a large page
size increases the sharing degree, thereby decreasing the number of
memory accesses that can be turned into local accesses. Fortunately,
NUBA’s selective data replication largely counters this effect.

Address mapping: Changing the UBA address mapping policy
from our fixed-channel policy as described in Section 2 to PAE [49]
to randomize the channel bits in addition to the bank bits does
not significantly affect NUBA’s performance benefit (19.7% average
improvement).

LAB threshold: LAB uses a normalized page balance threshold to
tune its affinity for placing data locally. Increasing the threshold
slightly improves the performance for high-sharing applications
while slightly reducing the performance for low-sharing applica-
tions. The reason is that LAB tolerates less page imbalance with a
higher threshold and hence places fewer pages locally. Conversely,
decreasing the threshold benefits low-sharing applications and re-
duces performance for high-sharing applications. The performance
effect is limited, i.e., LAB with thresholds of 0.95 and 0.8 improves
average performance by 13.1% and 14.5%, respectively, compared
to UBA, which is only slightly worse than the 14.8% average per-
formance improvement LAB achieves with our default threshold of
0.9.

7.6 NUBA in Alternative Configurations

MCM-GPU systems: Multi-GPU systems have recently been pro-
posed to continue to scale GPU performance in spite of Moore’s
Law slowing down. GPUs can be connected through the PCB (e.g.,
Nvidia NVLink and NVSwitch [66]) or via an interposer (e.g., multi-
chip-module (MCM) GPUs [6], see also Figure 15). We find that
NUBA is even more important for MCM-GPUs than it is for mono-
lithic GPUs as the inter-module link bandwidth is smaller than
the NoC bandwidth. We find that NUBA improves performance by
40.0% on average for an MCM-GPU with 128 SMs, 128 LLC slices
and 64 memory controllers distributed across four modules with
720 GB/s bidirectional inter-module links, versus 30.1% for a mono-
lithic GPU with the same number of SMs, LLC slices and memory
controllers, see Figure 16. For the low-sharing applications, the per-
formance improvement in an MCM-GPU context through NUBA
is similar to what we observe for monolithic GPUs. In contrast,
we note substantially higher performance improvements for the
high-sharing applications as shared data replication across mod-
ules becomes even more important due to lower inter-module link
bandwidth versus on-chip NoC bandwidth.
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Figure 16: The impact of NUBA on MCM-GPU performance.

NUBA is even more important for MCM-GPU systems.

Alternative page allocation: Prior work proposed page migra-
tion based on page access counts over a predefined interval [14],
and page replication if there is sufficient free memory, trading off
memory capacity versus memory bandwidth [27]. Both techniques
could be used as alternative solutions for the LAB page allocation
policy proposed in this work. We find that for the low-sharing ap-
plications, page migration and replication deliver a performance
improvement of around 26% as these techniques indeed bring the
data close to the requesting SMs. For the high-sharing applications,
we find that page migration and replication degrade performance
by up to 80.4% (2MM) and 60.1% (3DCONV). Page migration in-
curs high migration overhead when different SMs access the same
memory pages. In contrast, LAB does not migrate pages, instead it
evenly distributes pages across the system. Page replication leads
to severe cache thrashing effects. In contrast, MDR replicates at
the cache line level, not the page level, to maximize bandwidth to
read-only shared data.

8 RELATED WORK

The most closely related work to NUBA targets MCM-GPUs [6] and
multi-socket GPU systems [53]. Their goal is primarily to overcome
manufacturing limitations, yet it indirectly leads to a non-uniform
GPU architecture where each module or package has local LLC and
memory resources. Young et al. [90] propose caching remote data in
the local video memory of a GPU module to reduce communication
overhead; Baruah et al. [14] propose the Griffin page migration sys-
tem for migrating data between GPUs in multi-GPU systems; and
Khairy et al. [42] propose to create a virtual uniform architecture
consisting of discrete GPUs that internally are MCMs. This body of
prior work focuses on non-uniformity across packages and mod-
ules whereas we focus on exposing and exploiting non-uniformity
across NUBA partitions within a single package or module. The
key difference is that NUBA has (much) more fine-grained resource
partitioning, i.e., there are 64 SMs per module in MCM-GPU [6]
compared to two (or four) SMs per NUBA partition Ð leading to
more severe load imbalance and more common inter-partition data
sharing.

Another branch of related work focuses on reorganizing the
internal resources within a GPU module. More specifically, they
explore shared versus private LLC and L1 cache organizations [39,
40, 95, 94]. These architectures are all UBAs and do not exploit
that supplying uniform bandwidth between SMs and caches can be
inefficient.

As mentioned before, NUBA is the GPU equivalent of NUCA [43]
in the CPU domain, yet NUBA and NUCA are fundamentally dif-
ferent as the cost of non-uniformity is bandwidth in GPUs ver-
sus latency in CPUs. The goal in the CPU domain is to minimize
latency, and many works have focused on favorably combining
shared and private LLC organizations to get the capacity advan-
tage of the shared LLC and the latency advantage of a private LLC.
For example, researchers have proposed to combine intelligent
data placement with dynamic migration [35, 41, 93], selective data
replication [19, 24, 92, 15, 37] and adaptive cache capacity shar-
ing [31, 74]. For GPUs, the key issues are to (i) distribute memory
pages across partitions such that memory bandwidth utilization is
maximized (i.e., LAB), and (ii) leverage that the GPU programming
model enables effective compiler-guided replication (i.e., MDR).
Non-uniformity maximizes the effective memory bandwidth to the
SMs in a GPU while at the same time reducing NoC complexity.

The challenge of allocating threads to cores while simultaneously
optimizing locality and load-balance also occurs in the CPU do-
main. One line of prior work focuses on developing affinity-targeted
thread mapping policies [78, 29, 17, 30, 23, 84, 11, 17, 76, 38, 46].
Another line of work focuses on data mapping, i.e., the assign-
ment of memory pages to memory controllers. Basic data mapping
mechanisms such as home-node allocation, page-interleaved al-
location, and first-touch allocation have been proposed [47, 68].
Other prior work exploits data allocation, migration, and replica-
tion techniques [54, 16, 71, 50, 67], or relies on hardware perfor-
mance counters to analyze memory access behavior which in turn
supports decision-making mechanisms in the operating system or
hardware [51, 52, 18, 87, 85, 10, 28, 26]. The primary goal of this
prior work is to minimize the effective memory access latency. In
contrast, NUBA’s primary goal is to maximize the effective memory
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bandwidth within each partition while at the same time balanc-
ing bandwidth demand across all partitions to maximize aggregate
memory system bandwidth.

9 CONCLUSION

We have introduced the Non-Uniform Bandwidth Architecture
(NUBA) which, in contrast to the current Uniform Bandwidth Ar-
chitecture (UBA) paradigm, exposes the complete bandwidth of
LLC slices to SMs without incurring prohibitive NoC power and
area overheads. Realizing the potential of NUBA GPUs requires
a full-stack approach. First, we need to place data in local NUBA
partitions Ð to capitalize on the higher bandwidth to local LLC
slices compared to remote LLC slices Ð while avoiding load im-
balance. We hence propose the Local-And-Balanced (LAB) page
allocation policy which places memory pages in local memory
partitions while maintaining sufficient load balance. Second, our
Model-Driven Replication (MDR) scheme further increases the pro-
portion of local accesses by replicating shared read-only data across
partitions when the shared data set is sufficiently small. We showed
that the NUBA concept can be used to (1) improve performance
compared to iso-resource UBA GPUs, (2) reduce NoC power con-
sumption significantly by maintaining similar performance to UBA
GPUs with much higher NoC bandwidth, and (3) both improve
performance and reduce NoC complexity and power overhead.
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